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In the 19805. dissidents fighting against the late Communist regime In Poland nicknamed 

the g-oup of sinister men who were sticking to power -beton,- or concrete. In the same 

area of Europe. the industrial system created In East Germany In the 1960510 deal with 

the postwar hOUSing shortage. which retied heaYlly upon the use of large precast French

or Sa/let-Dorn concrete components, remains known to this day as -die Plalte. - the paneL, 

a pun on -die Plette,- the bankrupt. Concrete today is often dismissed as the mundane 

workhorse 01 repetitIVe. mass-produced, large-scale developments that are the Indices 

of urban crisis on every contment Forgotten IS the heroiC, almost epIC, dimension this 

mate-ial took In Its early days 

The amazing poLI!icizatlon of a Simple building technoLogy reveaLs how much it 

has fJnctioned in the symbolic, Imaginary sphere, as welt as In the practical realm of 

building construction, since the late 1890s. A seemingly Innocuous and ingenious com

binat on of inert substances had become highLy loaded with diverse and controversial 

meanings. The Identification of concrete with nallonal,st and political agendas nearly 

COincided with the invention of the material Itself and has taken many shapes since. 

Modernist Manifestoes in Concrete 

Only a few months after his arrival in Paris in 1908, haVing started work In the office of 

the Perret brothers, Charles-Edouard Jeanneret [1887-1965; known by the pseudonym 

Le Corbusier from 19201. wrote to his professor, Charles L.:Eplattenler 0874-19461. de

scrib;ng what he saw on the firm's constructIOn sites -ce qu'est Ie beton, les formes 

revolutionnalres qu'it exige,-I From this early experience onward, and through a series of 

more or less vexing episodes that Included the collapse of a smaLL society he created 

with a friend, the engineer Max Du BOIS, to produce concrete components,: Le Corbusler 

constantly equated architectural innovation with the use of concrete 

This equation is nowhere more ObviOUS than In the -Five POints of a New Architec

ture: which le Corbusier devised as a commentary on the houses built at the Stuttgart 

Weissenhofsiedlung ExpOSition of 1921.' IFlgurt 11 Every pOint reLates to a particuLar prop

erty of concrete frame structures, the lifting of the building above the ground, thanks to 

pI/otiS; the non-load-bearing character of the facade, which allowed for the free disposi

tion of windows, including Long ribbon-shaped openings; the suppression of walls; and 

the use of flat roofs-all were new features made possible by concrete technoLogy. The 

-Five Points- have significant implications In light of the polemical Issues separating 

Le Corbusler and his mentor, Auguste Perret [1874-19541, At the center of the ir heated 

e ~changes of the mid,1920s was the issue 01 the Window-long and horizontal for Le 

Corbusier and necessarily vert ical lor Perret, who saw in this buiLding element nothing 

less than the -frame of Man . -j Although he never systematized the thoughts he collected 

in the unfinished manuscnpt 'The AesthetiCS of Reinforced Concrete.-s Perret drew en

tirely different conclusions than did his former draftsman regarding the effects of the 

new technoLogy. conclUSions that pOinted him toward a renewed classicism. 

When, in 1932, PhiLip Johnson and Henry-Russell Hitchcock defined the funda

mentaLs of the new "'nternatlonal Styte- In relationship to the modern architecture e~hi

biHor they curated at New York's Museum of Modern Art. most of the prinCiples they 

affirmed were also directLy related to concrete their definition of -architecture as vol

ume- was grounded In -contemporary methods of construction-that -provide a cage or 

skeleton of supports"; -regularlty.- the second pnnclple, depended on "the regularity 
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Figure 1 Le CorbUSler and Pierre Jeannere!. two houses 
at the WelssenholSledlung. Stuttgart. 1927 

Figure 2 Cover 01 Le C'mefll-roi; Realisations 
arch'leclurales recenles. Ossawres. formes. omemefllS 

119271 

tYPical of the underlYing skeleton of modern construction. The third prlnclple.avold

ance 01 applied decoration.- was partially grounded in the new material: -in ferrocon 

crete construction rounded forms are aesthetically. and usually technically. supenor. 

since they remain visually qUite separate from the wall surface.-' 

Around these two articulations of a modernist agenda dealing with concrete, 

cri tics and historians on both sides of the Atlantic as well as on both sides of the Rhine 

labored intensely to conceptualize the material. drawing it either toward art or toward 

sCience. After a cycle of publications dedicated exclusively to the technical and eco-

nomic aspects of concrete construction. new treatments emerged. 

spurred on. no doubt, by the broad presence of concrete world

wide after World War I. Three books published in 1928 exemplify 

their interpretive strategies, 

Writing on the "ferro-concrete style- in 1928, American 

critiC FranCIS S, Onderdonk. Jr" underlined the aesthet ic qualities 

of the material. relating buildings erected in Europe 10 their North 

American contemporaries? His interpretation deals essentially 

with a considerat ion of the new pOSSibilities 0/ concrete, With a 

particular emphasis on -su rface treatment and sculpture- and a 

certain passion for parabolic arches. His view is comprehensive 

and catholic, as opposed to more engaged and critical views of the 

design and building processes shaped by European theorists, 

In Bauen in Frankrelch. bauen in Eisen. bauen in Eisenbefon. 

his fi rst book dealing wi th modern archi tecture. also published 

in 1928, Swiss art historian Sig/ried Giedion studied the sequence 

of innovations leading from Ihe metallic st ru ctures of the nine-

teenth century to the latest concrete buildings' Concrete is presented as a "laboratory 

material" developed In stages and reveaLing the extent of the new scientific component 

of architecture. It IS also considered the best expression of whal Giedion calls the French 

"constructional temperament : It is true that. beyond the innovative structures of Tony 

Garnier [1869-19481. Perret, and Le Corbusier, concrete was Widely used in France in 

the reconstruc tion of regions devastated during World War II. The title Le Cimenl-roi 

[Cement King) given to a 1927 portfolio of recent buildings provides clear evidence of 

this situation,i [Figure 21 

Giedion's book was published in Berlin. and this POints to the fact that concrete had 

been an issue in the troubled French-German re lationship from the early twentieth cen

tury. A 1950 publication celebrating the centennial of the experiments of gardener Joseph 

Monier [1823-1906! with elementary cement objects such as flower pots and pipes identi

fies concrete with "the radiation of French thought and creativity throughout the world,"lc 

[Figure 3] But Perret's Theatre des Champs- I~:Lysees in Paris had been dismissed in 1913 by 

the conservative press as being exceedingly "Germanic: Jeannerefs Interest in the mate

fla l had been boosted before World War I by his reading of Emil Morsch's book Der Eisen

befonbau [1909: in a French translation by Du BoisL" This German source added a theo

reticallayer to the practical experience he had acquired with Perret and evidenced the 

intense communicatIOn between both sides of the Rhine. [Figure 41 

Remote precedents that led to the invention of concrete have garnered support 

for the -French ness" of the material. It IS true that the development of concrete, rooted 

21 
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In the regIon of Lyon and Grenoble In southeastern France. owed much to precedents 

such as the 1818 invention of a form of cemen t by the engineer Louis-Joseph Vlcat 

11786- 18611 and the late eighteenth-century experiments of the architect FranlTois 

Cointereaux [1740-18301 with adobe cast in a type of wooden form called a -be/um: 

which provided the etymology for -be/on" in French .11This did not prevent adversaries of 

modernism such as rabid anti·Corbus ier critic Camille Mauclair [1872-19451 from 

warning French readers against "an international pan-be/onnier consp iracy: suppos

edly devised by the Huns and the Bolsheviks to house his compatriots in -fermllieres 

betonnees· (concrete termite coloniesl.' l 

But With the astonishing development of consulting firms such as the Paris-based 

one headed by the engineer FranlTois Hennebique (1842-19211 in the years before 1900. 

concrete took on a different character. contributing to the creation-in real terms. rather 

than imag ined ones-of a truLy international and Intercontinental technological network. 

even If the more experimental approach of the French firm was in conflict with the more 

mathematics-grounded method of their German compet itor Wayss & Freytag. who de

veloped Monier's system .u Henneblque declared in 1899 that he feL t "une sainte horreur 

de touf Ie ce falras de science,- affirming: 

(Tlhe factors which intervene In our formutas are the toads , .. the strength of the materi

als used , the height of the couples formed by the solids and the lever arm of the strength 

of the materials; this constitutes a small and very simple kitchen, In which all the ele

ments are comprehensible and suffiCient to compose. in concrete of cement and Iron. 

combinations of reiryJorcements and solid and economical floors_ 's [Figure 5) 

Concrete, which reLied far less than Iron or wood building methods on the trans

portation of massive loads by boat. was embraced in the colonial empires. Thanks to the 

creation of consulting fi rms, concrete could be used without the exportation of mach in

ery or capital but simply of (reLatively immaterial] technical expertise, The Hennebique 

modeL would be based on the expert analysiS of architectural designs. their transposition 

into concrete structure. the delivery of worklllg drawings. and mere supervision of con

struction .'6 

Conc rete Dichotomies 

The development of consulting firms at the service of archi tects added to the weight of 

the book by Julius Vischer (1882-?) and Ludwig Hilberselmer (1885-1967) on concrete as 

Gestaller. or -form-maker: also published In 1928. Echoing previous anaLyses deaLing 

with industriaL buildings, the authors attempt to delineate not so much a vocabulary of 

aesthetics as one of structural types: they discuss the strategies of -architectural form

giving" used to shape series of objects. which seem, in re trospect, to announce a tax

onomy of form simiLar to that catalogued In the systematic photography of Bernd (b. 

19311 and Hilla Becher (b 193,,).'7 

The analysis of Vischer and Hilberseimer and. to a lesser extent, tha t of Giedlon 

make dear that two main structural models were competing In the realm of concrete 

construction by the end of the 1920s. Each dealt to some extent with one particular 

aspect of the organic ana logy that had become popu lar in the nineteenth century. The 

first modeL used finite vertical and horizontal elements assembled to produce a rigid 
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F'9ure 6 AU9uste P~rrel. Church of Notre Dame de la 
Consolat,on. Le Rainey. 1922.lntenor 

2' Jean-LOUIS Cohen 

concrete frame that evoked animal skeletons or vegetal stems_ 

The second model used continUOUS single- or double-curvature 

surfaces to produce thin vaults that evoked shells or membranes. 

It would be simplistiC to Identify the former With the rational 

approach of Perret and the latter with the more lyrical approach 

of Latin American designers such as Oscar Niemeyer (b. 19071 

or Felix Candela (1910-19971. together. they created Significant 

alternatives to earlier construction technologies. Perre!"s Notre 

Dame de la Consolation church at Le Rainey of 1922-with its 

forest of columns covered by one main longitudinal and two lat

eral vaults-along with many other highly publicized projects 

combined the two structural models in one building. [Figure 6) 

One could narrate the saga of concrete focusing on a series 

of dichotomies that seem to be consubstantial Wi th the material 

itself. Dichotomy is. so to speak, built from the very beginning into the assembly of iron 

rods and concrete. but also into concrete itself. being a mixture of a solid substance and 

water. The design of the components takes into account the fundamental structural 

dichotomy between compression and tension. which had led since the originS of con

struction to the parallel development of masonry and wooden components. 

Concrete also stretches the dichotomy between engineers and architects. gener

ating from the 1890s onward several new forms of professional and business practice. 

Concrete has generated since its earliest development what could be called a competi

tive plurality of systems. In thi~ competition. the importance of experimentation is evi

denced by the quantity of patents filed to protect the various inventors· ideas. But. as the 

ill-fated experiments of Inventor Thomas Edison [1847-19311 to develop complete cast

concrete houses reveal. patenting was by no means a secure path to mass production; 

rather. it was only the first step in acknowledging systemic proposals. It is not surprising 

in this context that the Dom-ino scheme of Jeanneret of 191 4 was first of all conceived 

as a patent and not as a house, as it is often misrepresented in the literature. II The key 

importance of patents is confirmed. for instance. by the rapid move by the French state 

to buy Hennebique·s patents. in order to give open access to their so lutions to the large 

audience of builders. thus guaranteeing the hegemony of the system. 

Plurality is not only a characterist ic of rein forced concrete as a material or pro

cess. If we follow the line of reasoning presented by Adrian Forty in the present vo lume; 

it also appears in the postures taken by designers and builders involved in Its diffusion. 

Concrete is a product around which new types of firms are created. If Jeanneret"s anempt 

at sh ifting from design to production in conjunction With the Societe des Applications du 

Beton Arme led to rapid failure between 1917 and 1920. there are some equally dra

matic success stories, such as that of Eugene Freyssinet (1 879-19621. After his early 

career as a consulting engineer gave way to his becoming manager of the powerful Lim

ousln contracting firm. Freyssinet not only pioneered the concept of prestressed con

crete but also the organization of massive civil engineering sites. [Figure 7) 

Concrete also presents yet another dichotomy, allowing for the transgression of 

the limit between technical and ··artistic"· buildings. Perret used systems imported from 

the world of bridge building when he deSigned the Theatre des Champs-tlysees using 

four bowstring arches similar to those of the Saint-Pierre Bridge to carry the roof. And 



Figure 7 Eugene FreySSInet, dirigible h~ngars, Orty, 
1911, under construction 

FIgure 8 Le Corbusler, competition project for the 
Palace of the Soviets, Moscow, 1932, elevatIon of 1he 
main audItorium with sketches 

Le Corbusier would mimic this strategy, lor instance, in his Palace 01 the Soviets design 

of 1931, combining two shapes borrowed from Freyssinet , the parabolic arch of the Orly 

dirigible hangars and, again, the bowstring arches. [Figure 8] 

Concrete and/as Media 

Concrete was propagated in specific media such as Hennebique's Le Beton arme, 
published monthly from 1898 to 1939. The firm, which became one of the earliest muLti

na tionaLs, systematically organIzed the photographic documentation 01 the product ion 
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with which it was associated." The magazine consistent ly lea-

tured images of concrete structures triumphantly surviving fires 

and earthquakes. And, through the erection of demonstration 

structures, concrete itself became a type 01 medium, as evidenced 

In the production of Hennebique, The fi rm's headquarters on rue 

Danton demonstrated the abiLity of concrete 10 emuLate s tone

faced apartment buildings, whereas the house that the founder 

of the firm built for himself in Bourg La Reine exempLifi ed the 

muLtipLicity of avaiLable finishes . (The house also boasted a flat 

roof featuring a vegetable garden.J (Figure 9) Perhaps the most 

spectacuLar demonstration of the materiaL's versa tility was achieved, however, wi th the 

extravagant Cambodian-style mansion of Alexandre MarceL (1860-1928) in HeLiopoLis, a 

new suburb 01 Cairo. 

The populari ty that concrete achieved through publications, exhibitions, and 

even fi Lms devoted to the erection of heroic structures had unexpected effects. Build

ings made of stuccoed bricks wou ld sometimes be mistaken for concrete ones, as in 

the case of the Einstein Tower of Erich Mendelsohn (1887-19531. built in Potsdam in 

1921.lO And worshipers of Perret's cult of structuraL -honesty- wouLd resent buildings 

masking the dia lectics between st ruc tu re and masonry in-fill, such as the Maison 

BomseL in Versailles of 1926 by Andre Lur"at (1894-1970), condemned by critic Marie 

Dormoy (1886-1974( as an example of -faux concrete-: -En quoi est celie maison? En 

carton, en pLatre? Elle est, parait-il. en beton. Pourquoi ne serait-eLle pas en pans de 

fer, qui pe rmet les memes porteesTl l [Figure HII 

Concrete and HistoricaL Architecture 

Born with modern metaLlurgy and chemistry, concrete was. however, used in a context 

stILL loaded with historical exampLes. The quest for legitimacy of this new materiaL required 

the mobilization of tradition. Giedion clearly affirmed that in France -the thread leads 

backwa rd- to the Gothic, 

The same soiL produced the croSS-ribbed vau lt. The same urge to Lighten matter, to de

mand of stone what apparently goes beyond the strength 01 stone, has re turned. The 

strainS tead from the almost fragIle, slender arches In the cholf of Beauvais to the enor

mous concrete parabolas of the Orty hangar.n 

The desire to emuLate Gothic structures was represented most notabLy by Eugene 

Emmanuel VioLlel-le-Duc (1814~18791. who was s till, It is t rue, Imagining iron systems. 

aLong with his rationalist foLLowers such as Anatole de Baudot (1834-1915). Other 
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Figure 'I Frarr~Qls Hennebique. Herrrrebique House. 

Baurg·la·Reine , 1903 

Figure 10 Andre Lur<;at. Bamsel House. Versa illeo. 

1926, an e xam ple of -faux- concrete 

Figure 11 Frank Lloyd Wr,gnt , John Storer Ho use. Los 

Angeles. 1923 
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engineers revIsit ed Roma n structures that used mass ive concrete and documented them 

with stri king images that would nol be lost on designers The views of va ults reproduced 

in Auguste Choisy's Art de bfltir chez le5 Romains of 1873 belong to th is body of images. 

but when Max Be rg [1870-1 9471 buil t his Jahrh underthalle in Breslau Inow Wroctaw, 

Poland: 1911-13 1. th e 220-foo t- 167-mete r-l diameter space was shaped by concrete 

arches and not by a continuous cupo la. 

A more exotic rela ti onsh ip with history IS suggested In the experiment s with 

conc rete ca rr ied out by Fran k Lloyd Wrig ht. After having used co ncrete cast in s itu in 

structu res such as Oa k Park"s Unity Temple (1906) and in seve ral houses, and having 

discovered European ex periments in the use of the new mate rial, Wri ght used conc rete 

extensive ly in co nstructing To kyo 's Imperial Hotel 11915-221. Of greate r interest is th e 

role Wr ig ht gave to con crete in his resea rch fo r a purer defin it ion of America n architec

ture, In fou r houses he bu il t in Los Angeles in the ea rly 1920s and in oth er projects of 

th at decade, he used "textile blocks" with geometric patterns drawn from the elaborate 

stonewo rk facing of Mayan st ruct ures in Ch ichen IIza and Uxmal [F igure I I I 

Co ncrete Skins 

The tecton ic effects that Wr ight achieved through th e assembly of disc rete elements on 

th e wall s of his houses, the very te rm inology of wh ich seems to ech o the ana logy made 

by Gott fried Semper 11803-18791 between build ings and texti le?J wo uld be sought out by 

architects attempt ing to dispe l th e impression of dullness associ ated with the new mate

rial. Two ma in prob lems arose as soon as th e illusion of imitat ing stone structu res was 

aband one d; the firsl ha d to do with th e exterio r ex pression of lhe interior structure, and 

the seco nd dea lt directly with the surface of the bui lding 

Perret's ethos forbade the dissimulation of load-bearing elements, and conse

qu ently his buildi ngs and those of his students and epigones became a sort of architec

ture pariante, one that would boldly exhibit th e structural role of its elements. The ir 

faca de became not only an indispensab le part of their load -bearing scheme but also an 

outwa rd project ion of it. Differe nt iated methods were used to give fo rm to this structu r

ally t ransparent clad ding . Less monumental programs wou ld be trea ted simp ly with 

ra th er abstract ort hogonal shapes , whereas state ly st ru ctu res such as the Musee des 

Travaux Publics would be brought to a highe r LeveL of nobili ty thro ugh the use of co lumns 

an d architraves 

Dea l ing directly with the surface of concrete structures led to contrast ing att i

tu des Fo r the elementary sch ool he built in the Paris bo rough of Grene lle [1908-101. 

Louis Bonnie r 1 1856-19461 decorated the exterior of concrete window lintels with a motif 

rep resenting the hidden rein fo rc ing bars as in an X ray. Perret's contempo rary Franc;:ois 

Le Cceur [1872-1934) unfo lded on th e exterio r of his rue du Te mple Telep hone Exchange 

in Paris (1914) the entire spectrum of surface solutions, polished , washed, and ha m

mered co ncrete and also project ions of cement drops, wh ich provided visua l rel ief, 

[Fig ure 121 An d in projects such as the rue Ray nouard Apa rtment House 119321 and the Le 

Rai ney Church [19221. Pe rret fina lLy dro pped the so lut ion used in his famed rue Frankl in 

apa rtment house, whe re the frame and the infilling pane ls were al l clad in de l icate 

ename led terra-cotta pieces, using instea d a large range of finishes 

Of course , a majo r breakth rou gh occurred when arch itects began leaving the 

concrete ski n of the ir bu ildings not only ba re but a lso stil l scarified by the traces of the 
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casting process. It took some time for rough concrete to be not only accepted In struc

tures other than military bunkers but also promoted as a document of the labor process. 

Exactly ten years before the completion of Le Corbusier's Unite d'habitation in Marseille 

119421. the building that perhaps best promoted the Infamous beton brut, the courtyard 

facades of the mammoth Pentagon Building designed by G. Edwin Bergstrom 11876-

1955) and David Witmer boldly displayed the horiZontal lines of its formwork. 

Building with Systems 

Concrete played a leading role in the development of one of the 

I'IoMo_." do< !.OO>dI.I'lgWoI"",.I .. l~ 5. 51f· MGUn';'Ig'" ... b. ;n W." ...... '.n <01001 li_ 
P. 51) . M.o.'_ do cIoIIo. cion . .. <",""". do Wo"~"", I"". p. II) 

twpntielh epntlJry'", mn",1 pnrillring IItopian endeavors, the ere

at ion of building -systems· allOWing for the mass production of 

industrial. commercial, and res identia l structures. The systems 

emerged from the encounter between technical ingenuity and 

entrepreneurial savvy. An affil iate of Hennebique would write to 

the Swiss engineer Wilhelm Ritter 11847-19061. ·we have often 

said that this organization which functions so welt is almost as 

beautiful as the invention of the system'-" The search for -sys

tems- using concrete took many shapes, from Edison's cast-con-

Figure 12 Franl;ois le C(I!ur. Telephone Exchange. rue 
du Temple, Paris, 191 ' 

Figure 13 Ernst May, conCrI.'te panel con5tllJchon for 
the Westhausen S,edlung. Frankfurt am Main, 1928 

Figure 14 Andre' Surov and Sons Slokhln, a~artment 
block, Moscow, 1940 
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crete house to Wrighfs textile blocks. A topical history of concrete 

construction could be devoted to the specific contexts in which these experiments took 

place , from Southern California. where the work of Irving GitlI1870-1936) preceded 

Wright's attempts and where the material was used in scores of decorated theaters and 

other buildings,25to the~ew indust rial towns of Siberia. 

In the 1920s. German experiments led to huge programs such as the Siedlung 

Torten in Dessau, conceived by Walter Gropius [1883-19691. who wanted to transfer to 

the building industry the rationality of Sc ientific Management pioneered by Frederick W. 

Taylor 11856-19151 and the economy of scale of the assembly line developed by Henry 

Ford [1863- 194 7l. The most extensive of such programs supported by specific furds from 

the Berlin Reichsforschungsgeseilschafl would be the Frankfurt Siedlung Westhausen by 

architect Ernst May (1886-1970). IFigure 13J Its building systems, based on panels of ever

increasing scale. would be exported by May after 1930 to the Soviet Union, where it led to 

further experimental projects-for example. the housing block on the Leningrad Avenue 

in Moscow by architects Andrei Burov 11900-1957) and Boris Blokhin [1896-19i2)-and 

to massive postwar programs. {F'yure 141 These programs took on a different scale, focus

ing on tooling that allowed for fast, on-site casting of walls and floors - the French -cof

fr;)gc tunnc\- :;y:;tem or for the f.Jclory b.Jsed product ion of heavy panel5-the qussian 

system. 

An ideal material for use In fortifications, concrete developed quickly in warfare. 

The in teraction between military and civilian uses of concrete would prove a fruitful one, 

even in metaphorical terms. le Corbusier rhapsodized on gufll\e in the 1920s ard about 

the Ingersoll-Rand cement gun that would allow him to build his Pessac housing ;cheme 

near Bordeaux (1926) with great speed.2~ {Figure 151 

The military uses of concrete had been widespread, from the bunkers 10using 

infantry or artillery to lighter structures often related to aeronautics. The diffusion of 

dirigibles and large illr- and seaplanes led to the invention of new spatial types, only 

possible thanks to new and ingenious systems. After Freysslnet"s spectacular parabolic 
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F'gure 16 Herm~nn Brenner ~nd Werner 
Oeutschm~nn. Versuchsanslalt fur Luhfahrt. Berlon· 
Adlershof. 1939. in Werner R,tt,eh. Archlr~krur und 

Bauplasr.k der Gegenwarl 1193BI 

Figure 17 Hausbaumaschon~. ,n Ernst Neu/erl. 

B~uordnungslehre 11943) 
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dlrtglble hangars tn Orly (19171. the seaplane hangar In Orbetello by Pier LUIgi NervI 

(' 891-19791 stretched the limit of imagination in this respect. as did buildings devoted to 

aerodynamic research such as the Versuchsanstalt fiir Luftfahrt in Berlin-Adlershol 

(19391 by Hermann Brenner and Werner Deutschmann. [Figure 16] 

One of the most interesting chapters in this chronicle deals wtth the encounter 

01 military technical expertise and civilian programs in housing. The Hausbaumaschine 

featured in the Bauordnungsiehre published In 1943 by Ernst Neulert (1900-19661. then 

Albert Speer's main deputy at the German Ministry 01 Armament. fulfilled the dream of 

the ultimate mobile factory. Running on a continuous ratl track. It 

was meant to extrude all over occupied Europe a continuous rib

bon of multistory housing. 11 IFigure 171 Even if Neulert's plan never 

left the drawing board. the continuity between wartime concrete 

construction and postwar rebuilding campaigns-through the 

recycling of airplane technology. for instance-cannot be Ignored. 

French firms building coastal defenses along the Atlantic for the 

Nazis would later be involved in the massive rebuilding of cities 

damaged during the war and subsequently in the production of 

state-funded housing projects. 

After 1945, New Terrttories and Renewed Concepts 

Although concrete is identified with mass-produced housing and 

other public building programs constructed in war-torn countries after World War II, it 

also constitutes a fundame~l building material of non-European. non-North American 

and non-Japanese modernization campatgns. light structures such as Candela's pre

war restaurant in Xochlmilco (1958) bear witness to the populartty of concrete in Latin 

America. As Henry-Russell Hitchcock afftrmed in 1955. -more innate sympathy for the 

vault-like structures of concrete construction- could be found south of the Rio Grande 

than everyv.-here else. 21 

Beginning with his Church of Saint Francis of Assisi in Pampulha. near Belo Hor

izonte (19431. Niemeyer initiated an extraordinary series of light structures with engineer 

Joaquim Cardozo (1897-19781. [Figure 181 In the stately palaces built in Brasilia in the late 

1950s. an encounter between the flexible shapes of Pampulha and the theme of the por

ticoes took place. Concrete allowed for the introduction of elegance and fantasy in pro

grams deating with poli tical representation. 

At the same time. concrete was used for renewed architectural metaphors in 

buildings such as the TWA Terminal in Queens. New York (1962) by Eero Saarinen (1910-

19611. which evokes the experience of flying. or the Centre National des Industries et 

Techniques at La Defense, near Paris (19581 by Nicolas Esquillan (1902-19891. Bernard 

Zehrfuss (1911-19961. Robert Camelot (1903-1992]. and Jean de Mailly (1911-1975). a 

lightweight parachute of monumental scale. [Figure 191 But concrete was not merely the 

vehicle of expressionist heroism nor of monotonous mass production. In this period. a 

notable pragmatism emerged in the use of concrete elements, now integrated in more 

conventional structures. Le Corbusiers maisons Jaoulm Neuilly (1954) and Sarabhat tn 

Ahmedabad (1956) used concrete vaults supported by thick brick waas. in complete op

pOSition to the image 01 the flytng roof built for his chapel at Ronchamp. And LOUIS L 

Kahn (1901-19741. who deployed advanced prestressed and precast elements in his 



Figure 18 Oscar Niemeyer, Church 01 Saml FrancIs 01 

AsSISi, Pampulha, 8elo Horilonle, 19/03 

Figure 19 Nicolas Esquillan el aI, Cenlre Nal,onal des 

Induslnes el des Techniques, La Defense, 1958 

Figure 20 LouIs I. Kahn, fnd,an Inslltute 01 

Management, Ahmedabad, 1967 
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Richards Laboratories In Philadelphia of 1961, relied for his Indian Institute of Manage

ment buildings. also in Ahmedabad (19671. on extremely limited tensile elements of con

crete inserted into the bnck waLls of the scheme, acknowLedging the current condition of 

the building Industry In India. (Figure 20J 

The social construction of concrete-as a technology, as a design ethos, and, last but not 

least, as a material shaping the surface of everyday architecture-has been a complex 

process, now better documented but still open to an inllmte number of creative interpre

tations The ability of a technology. aUernatlvely hyped and maLigned, to represent Change 

or stubborn stasis, histOrical continuity or brave innovation. sophisticated, scientifically 

grounded production or coarse handiwork remains astonishing, There is no such thing 

as a singLe, legitimate architecture of concrete, at Least not folLowing the patterns that 

took shape in the 1920s. 
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